Introduction
============

> Our notion of symmetry is derived from the human face
>
> Blaise Pascal (1623--1662)

Bilateral symmetry often occurs in organisms, including humans, and is defined with respect to reflection or mirroring across the midsagittal plane. This plane divides a perfectly bilaterally symmetrical organism into equal right and left halves, and thus equates to the plane of symmetry. Any deviation from perfect symmetry is defined as asymmetry, and during development in vertebrates imbalances in growth will inevitably result in a degree of asymmetry ([@b23]). Though departure from symmetry is a property of the individual, patterns of asymmetry are studied at the level of the population and can be grouped into three categories ([@b34]; [@b33]): first, directional asymmetry (DA), representing the consistent greater development of characteristics in a population on one side of the body than the other; second, antisymmetry (AS), where the greater development is not consistently biased to one side only, but occurs on both sides with approximately equal frequency; and third, fluctuating asymmetry (FA), resulting in the inability of a characteristic to develop in a pre-determined way ([@b50]). In a variety of contexts, however, including this study, a score of overall ([@b29]) or total ([@b39]) asymmetry per individual is required. This score encodes for the combined magnitude of DA and FA (or AS) in an individual.

The face is the most identity-coding part of the human body ([@b44]). Humans are adept at detecting subtle differences in facial appearance from which an individual\'s gender, ethnicity, age, intelligence, emotional state and health is often unconsciously inferred. Facial asymmetry is similarly cognitively universally detectable; for example, relatively rare conditions such as hemifacial microsomia are depicted in anthropological collections throughout the world ([@b36]).

Mild facial asymmetries are common in typical growth and development ([@b18]; [@b14]) and are, for example, an important factor in mate selection ([@b4]), with some asymmetry features accepted as a trait of beauty ([@b52]). Severe and pathological asymmetries, on the other hand, are a feature of disordered growth as a consequence of congenital and/or environmental causes ([@b51]). They can interfere with normal function and aesthetic appearance ([@b41]). An accurate, objective and quantified means to assess an individual\'s asymmetry as a component of typical variation and/or as a consequence of disordered growth is therefore beneficial. It is, furthermore, important that any such assessment protocol is applicable for both typical and disordered growth patterns without any modification and assumptions.

Different approaches for calculating facial asymmetry and the associated midsagittal plane have been presented in the past. One main approach is to divide the face into left and right hemifaces first in order to compare them subsequently. This comparison is traditionally done using conventional morphometric measurements, like distances, angles, areas or ratios. Differences of pair-wise corresponding measurements are taken on both hemifaces separately ([@b19]; [@b4]) or distances perpendicular to the midsagittal plane ([@b17]), which is then assumed to be known, then quantify asymmetry. However, these conventional morphometric measurements often fail to represent the complete spatial arrangement of interest ([@b43]). More recently, a more spatially complete form analysis to compare 'half-forms' using EDMA (Euclidean Distance Matrix Analysis), as suggested in [@b11], can be used to study asymmetry. This technique is used to compare L--R hemifaces in the studies of [@b18] and [@b14].

Alternatively to the separation into hemifaces, asymmetry can also be assessed by comparing the complete face with a mirror image of itself, which is simply a reflection of the face with respect to an arbitrary plane. This approach is considered more informative, for example, in dentofacial deformities ([@b31]). One such protocol, grounded in geometric morphometrics, is given by [@b30] where form or shape is represented as a (landmark) configuration consisting of the coordinates of manually indicated and ordered landmarks. These landmarks are homologous points or points of correspondence on an object that match between and within populations ([@b13]), generating compatible configurations. Furthermore, they often have developmental, functional, structural or evolutionary significance ([@b38]). The original configuration is then transformed into its reflected configuration, by mirroring with respect to an arbitrary plane \[[@b30] use the *x* = 0 plane\]. The landmarks in the reflected configuration are relabelled to pair them with their homologous landmark in the opposite hemifacial region. This establishes a mirror configuration that is again compatible with the original configuration for further superimposition. A rigid Procrustes alignment of the original configuration and this reflected and compatible configuration is then carried out. Rigid Procrustes alignment minimizes the distance between homologous landmarks by a rigid (only translations and rotations) least-squares superimposition. An individual overall score of asymmetry can be obtained from the remaining distances (errors) between superimposed landmarks of the original and mirror configurations \[e.g. root-mean-squared-error (RMSE)\]. The consensus configuration defined as the average positions of the superimposed original and reflected landmarks is, by construction, symmetrical with respect to a plane, and is used to analyse variation of symmetry in populations. The thus generated symmetry plane is an estimate of the midsagittal plane providing a frame of reference with a clear anatomical meaning ([@b30]).

Because faces are three-dimensional (3D) structures, their asymmetry assessment should be performed in 3D. This is facilitated through the availability of 3D scanning technology where surface scanners are the preferred choice when imaging healthy participants because images are captured rapidly, safely, cost-efficiently and non-invasively ([@b1]). The Klingenberg protocol is applicable to both 2D and 3D data, but in order for it to be used on faces in both typical and disordered developmental conditions some modifications are required. Firstly, owing to the lack of anatomically discrete features in regions of the face, manually indicated landmarks provide only a sparse representation, and salient features of the facial form can be overlooked ([@b47]). The demand to detect, quantify and visualize both subtle and severe asymmetries in discrete regions of the face requires more complete facial representations. This, however, presents the challenge for automated, standardized and spatially-dense point indications as well as their relabelling or their re-indication after reflection. Secondly, an overall score of asymmetry based on the RMSE, for example, only measures the severity or degree of asymmetry. Furthermore, we would also like to quantify the overall extent or proportion of the facial area considered to be asymmetrical. For example, the degree of asymmetry introduced by a facial pimple can be very high, but its extent is only limited. Finally, the least-squares superimposition is erroneous for subjects with severe asymmetry as least-squares solutions are sensitive to large differences in a few landmarks. This is also known as the Pinocchio effect within shape analysis ([@b53]). It generates an unknown bias in the assessment for which no compensatory adjustment is possible.

In this work a spatially-dense and robust 3D facial asymmetry assessment protocol is proposed that is applicable for assessing faces associated with both typical and disordered growth. To achieve this, a previously established anthropometric mask (AM) mapping and robust superimposition strategy are employed to obtain complete facial representations in a standardized manner useful for the derivation of population statistics. A robust superimposition strategy assures assessments are undertaken without any bias for both typical and disordered growth patterns. Hence, it provides detail on the obvious as well as the more subtle asymmetries. Furthermore, it allows for the extraction of a novel numerical score, here defined as: 'the relative significant facial asymmetry' expressed as a percentage used to quantify the overall proportion of the facial area considered to be asymmetrical. This type of numerical data is provided in conjunction with the already known degree of asymmetry encoded in the RMSE. The protocol was applied to a database of 3D facial images from young healthy individuals to obtain reference statistics for typical males and females. The same technique, without any modification or specific knowledge, is then applied to three individuals with known disordered growth patterns all characterized by severe facial asymmetry.

Materials and methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Three-dimensional (3D) facial images of healthy young adults between the ages of 18 and 25 years of admixed self-reported ancestry were made available from a library of facial scans, comprising The Western Australian 3-dimensional Facial Reference Range for Children and Adolescence. Subjects completed a questionnaire on relevant health history and population affinity. Exclusion was made on the basis of self-reported prior surgery or the diagnosis of a syndromic condition impacting on the face. The study cohort of 3D images consisted of 128 males and 231 females. The male and female cohorts were treated as separate populations. Subjects were instructed to display a neutral facial expression in their natural head position whilst sitting upright when scanned. The 3D facial images consisted of a spatially-dense set of 3D points connected to form a wireframe made of polygons completely representing the 3D facial form. The precision and repeatability of the 3dMDface™ (two pod) System used for scanning was previously tested and validated to be sub-millimetre ([@b2]).

Three individuals expressing different and severe facial asymmetries were imaged by the same camera system and image capture protocol: first, a pair of female monozygotic twins discordant for hemifacial microsomia; second, a person with a right hemi-mandibular hypertrophy presenting with a discrepancy in the right lower mandibular border, deviated chin and occlusalcant; and third a young adult male with a history of growth restriction subsequent to radiation therapy to the jaw in infancy.

AM, mapping and mirroring
-------------------------

An AM, which is essentially a spatially-dense extension of the facial anthropometric landmarks defined by [@b15], was fitted to each 3D facial form as illustrated in [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. The mask ([Fig. 1b](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), covering the facial area of interest, consisted of spatially-dense, uniformly sampled (equally distanced at ∼2 mm), unpaired and non-symmetrical points on an averaged facial form calculated over the healthy young adults following a bootstrapping strategy given in [@b10] section 5.3). The AM was mapped onto the 3D facial forms equivalent to indicating conventional landmarks. The dense nature of the mask comprising ∼10 000 points realistically precluded any manual indication of the points. Therefore, the need for an automated mapping strategy was mandated. The mapping strategy, which is based on the work of [@b8], [@b9], was developed and validated previously on faces ([@b10]; chapter 5). The mapping strategy is akin to fitting an elastic mask onto a solid facial statue through a geometry-driven mapping of geometrically or anatomically corresponding features onto each other. As an initial starting point the mask was roughly aligned (rotated and translated) based on an ordered and approximate indication of the centres of right and left eye, nose tip, and right and left mouth corner. Then, by allowing iteratively more flexibility in the elasticity of the mask, initially larger, but gradually more local and more subtle, differences were accommodated. This process was continued until the mask ([Fig. 1b](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) fitted the 3D facial form ([Fig. 1a](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) and, as a result, defined the underlying facial structure using the standardized and predetermined template points ([Fig. 1c,d](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The resulting dense set of points, mapped in a quasi-anatomical manner, provided a dense set of corresponding quasi-landmark indications over all of the 363 3D facial forms. The key to understanding is that the same 3D facial form, previously represented using spatially-dense 3D points captured as a 3D image by the 3dMDface™ scanner ([Fig. 1a](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), was now represented as a configuration of spatially-dense quasi-landmarks in [Fig. 1c,d](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. This allowed asymmetry assessments from different individuals to be standardized in a spatially-dense way.

![Anthropometric mask (AM) mapping. (a) Example 3D facial scanner output of a young woman presenting with hemi-mandibular hypertrophy, rendered as a solid surface with texture. (b) The AM configuration consisting of a spatially-dense set of quasi-landmarks (zoom window). (c) The AM after mapping represents the same facial form as the scanner output (a), but using a configuration. (d) The configuration in (c) rendered as a solid surface with texture.](joa0219-0444-f1){#fig01}

The construction of the 'mirror' configuration is illustrated in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} following two different quasi-landmarks (one black and one white). First, the sign of the *x*-coordinate of the quasi-landmarks in the configuration was changed ([Fig. 2a](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Although this choice is completely arbitrary, it can be seen here that the *x*-axis represented an approximate left--right anatomical axis resulting from participants sitting upright in their natural head position during scanning. The resulting reflected configuration ([Fig. 2a](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, right) correctly represented the mirror facial form, but lost compatibility with the original configuration. To re-establish homology, the original configuration was subsequently mapped onto the mirror facial form (represented using the reflected configuration) in the exact same way the AM had been mapped onto the original facial form previously. The starting point (based on the eye centres, nose tip and mouth corners) used here ensured a correct mapping of the original configuration independent from the reflection plane used. Doing so created a mirror configuration in [Fig. 2b](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, not only representing the same mirror facial form as in [Fig. 2a (right)](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, but also being compatible with the original configuration in [Fig. 2a (left)](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} or [Fig. 1c,d](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. It was now ready to be superimposed onto the original configuration as explained in the next section.

![Protocol steps. (a) Step 1: reflection (right) of original configuration (left) with two unpaired quasi-landmark examples located in different regions of the face. The white quasi-landmark is located in a symmetrical region of the face, whilst the black quasi-landmark is located in a highly asymmetrical region of the face. The reflected quasi-landmarks lost their homology with the original ones. (b) Step 2: re-indication of quasi-landmarks onto the mirror facial form. The indicated square white/black quasi-landmark is now homologous to the spherical white/black quasi-landmark of the original configuration in (a) (left). (c) Step 3: robust superimposition and spatial assessment of asymmetry. Homologous quasi-landmarks are robustly superimposed. As a result, a better fit is obtained for the white quasi-landmark compared with the black quasi-landmark. The remaining distances of all quasi-landmarks are visualized using a colour map ranging from 0 mm (blue) to 9 mm (red). (d) Step 4: midpoint construction and midsagittal plane estimation. Applying the estimated superimposition parameters from the previous step to the reflected configuration in (a) (right) allows the construction of the midpoints for each quasi-landmark as the average of the landmark itself and its aligned reflected landmark. A robust estimate of the midsagittal plane can be obtained by fitting a plane through the midpoints.](joa0219-0444-f2){#fig02}

Note that the starting point needed before the mapping of the original configuration onto the mirror 3D facial form can be created by relabelling reflected eye, mouth and nose landmark indications on the original configuration following Klingenberg\'s protocol. The relabelling step for the spatially-dense quasi-landmarks is replaced here with a re-indication (mapping). Alternatively, one could opt to start from an AM consisting of a (L--R) paired vs. unpaired spatially-dense landmark configuration, changing the indication back into the possibility of a relabelling. Therefore in both scenarios, the proposed protocol can be seen as a spatially-dense extension of Klingenberg\'s protocol.

Robust superimposition
----------------------

For a spatial assessment of asymmetry ([Fig. 2c](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) to be made, a robust superimposition to eliminate orientation and position differences of the original and mirror configuration is required. When confronted with severe asymmetries, it is important to perform the superimposition based only on quasi-landmarks that are located in symmetrical areas of the face (e.g. the black quasi-landmark throughout [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). A robust strategy found in [@b49] was adapted for superimposition purposes in [@b10] chapter 3 and app. B). The result is an iterative two-step optimization procedure, illustrated in [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, whereby both the current superimposition and the asymmetrical area estimations are alternated until no more change is observed in either one.

![A two-step robust superimposition: both superimposition and atypicality weights are iteratively updated until no more change in either is observed.](joa0219-0444-f3){#fig03}

The detection/estimation of the asymmetrical areas was based on using the concept of outliers. These are data samples that are considered atypical to the majority of the data comprising the inliers. In this scenario, outliers/inliers are considered quasi-landmarks located in the asymmetrical/symmetrical areas of the face illustrated as white/black regions in [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}. A statistically relevant and meaningful estimation of outliers vs. inliers was defined, and is explained in more detail in [Appendix I](#app1){ref-type="app"}. The result was a confidence value for each quasi-landmark, reflecting the confidence of such a point being an inlier (value closer or equal to 1, symmetrical) or an outlier (value closer or equal to 0, asymmetrical). The confidence values were subsequently used as weights to update the superimposition in a weighted least-squares manner until no more change was observed. For the sake of simplicity in the further analysis we will use the 1-complement (one minus the confidence value), or atypicality value, as a measure for the presence of local asymmetry.

Midpoint construction and midsagittal plane estimation
------------------------------------------------------

An estimate of the midsagittal plane was also of interest, and was generated as a byproduct of the protocol as follows. Firstly, after the robust superimposition the same alignment parameters were applied to the reflected (but not homologous!) configuration ([Fig. 2a](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, right). Subsequently, the midpoints for each quasi-landmark were constructed as the average location of a quasi-landmark and its reflected and aligned copy ([Fig. 2d](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, an estimate of the midsagittal plane was then obtained by fitting a plane through all the midpoints.

Scoring, analysis and visualization of found asymmetries
--------------------------------------------------------

The magnitude of spatial discrepancies between corresponding quasi-landmarks in the original and mirror configurations after superimposition was calculated. This was visualized as a colour map projected onto the original configuration ([Fig. 2c](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). This 'distance map' was summarized by a RMSE, which incorporates both the variance and bias (average) of the asymmetry as an error in mm. These outputs reflect the localized and overall degree of asymmetry, respectively, found in an individual.

The atypicality values of the quasi-landmarks after superimposition could be visualized as a grey map projected onto the original configuration. An example of an atypicality map is shown in [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and highlights regions similar to those in the distance map in [Fig. 2c](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, hence making it redundant in terms of visual feedback and so is omitted in further illustrations. However, the colour (grey) mapping and scale are different and informative. Here the grey-value indicates whether a quasi-landmark is considered asymmetrical or not \[more like a 'yes' (white) or 'no' (black) situation\]. The atypicality map was summarized as the average of all atypicality values, which is similar to the amount of 'yes' situations divided by the total amount. This reflects localized and overall (in percentage) relative significant asymmetry (RSA), respectively, in an individual, and can be used as a means to quantify the proportion of the asymmetry on the facial form.

Asymmetry described here was computed for the healthy cohort of young adults in the study to establish typical population reference indices. First, differences of overall RMSE and RSA between males and females were tested using a Wilcoxon rank sum test to avoid underlying distribution assumptions. It was expected that the distribution would be non-Gaussian, because both RMSE and RSA are strictly positive. Second, homologous quasi-landmark asymmetry atypicality values over multiple individuals were averaged and visualized as a colour map projected onto the average male and female consensus configurations (from a generalized Procrustes superimposition). This reflected the occurrence of localized RSA in a normal population. Third, homologous quasi-landmark asymmetry magnitudes in the distance maps over multiple individuals were summarized using the RMSE and visualized as a colour map projected onto the average male and female consensus configurations. This reflected combined localized variance and bias (average) in facial asymmetry found in a typical population.

Results
=======

Descriptive statistics of overall asymmetry scores for the typical growth of male and female populations are given in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The Wilcoxon rank sum test showed that RMSE scores for females (median = 0.94) differed significantly from males (median = 1.05; *W* = 37 287, *z* = −4.558, *P*\< 0.001, *r* = −0.24). Similarly, a Wilcoxon rank sum test showed that RSA scores for females (median = 9.39) differed significantly from males (median = 10.05; *W* = 36 951, *z* = −4.915, *P*\< 0.001, *r* = −0.26).

###### 

Descriptive statistics of overall asymmetry scores in a young healthy population with typical growth patterns; the RMSE and RSA scores for males and females separately

                        Males   Females           
  --------------------- ------- --------- ------- -------
  Mean                  1.09    10.20     0.94    9.53
  Median                1.05    10.05     0.94    9.39
  Std. deviation        0.28    1.17      0.225   1.21
  Minimum               0.60    8.35      0.48    6.67
  Maximum               1.96    13.99     1.71    13.15
  Range                 1.35    5.63      1.23    6.49
  Interquartile range   0.32    1.64      0.31    1.71

RMSE, root-mean-squared-error; RSA, relative significant asymmetry.

The localized asymmetry assessment summaries for typical growth of male and female populations are given in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}. In general it was observed that both higher occurrence and degree of asymmetry for both males and females were localized around the mid and lower facial regions. The percentage of localized RSA illustrated that for females the highest frequency (25%) of RSA occurred around the angles of the mouth. For males, frequency of RSA around the angles of the mouth is also high, but lower. The localized RMSE values for males were consistently larger than those for the females. This outcome is reflective of male faces inherently being larger with more prominent features than in females. The asymmetry of the male compared with the female nose also involved the nasal bridge. Other differences exist and can be seen in [Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}. Male and female facial structures differ, which is more commonly known as sexual dimorphism in facial form ([@b16]; [@b48]). Hence, the localized as well as the previously detected overall differences in asymmetry were not unexpected.

![Localized asymmetry in a young healthy population. (a,c) Occurrence of RSA for females and males, respectively, visualized using a colour range from 5% (dark blue) to 25% (dark red). (b,d) RMSE values per quasi-landmark in the AM for females and males, respectively, visualized using a colour range from 0.5 mm (dark blue) to 2 mm (dark red).](joa0219-0444-f4){#fig04}

The asymmetry assessments for the three subjects with diagnosed asymmetrical growth patterns, including one unaffected twin sibling, are depicted in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} for one case and in [Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} for all the other cases. In all these subjects the midpoints were plotted to visually confirm the robustness of the protocol. Overall two-valued asymmetry scores are reported as (RMSE, RSA). The first example shown in [Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} (top row) is the unaffected twin (1.19 mm, 10.7%) of the young woman with hemifacial microsomia ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, second row). The area of the face affected by asymmetry is low with minimal magnitude and well within typical range. For the affected twin (1.96 mm, 13.9%; [Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, second row) the deviation of the mandible and asymmetry of the malar region associated with growth restriction is readily discernable with the additional information on the magnitude of the differences being outside the typical range. The young woman used for illustration purposes throughout the Materials and methods section presented with hemi-mandible hypertrophy, resulting in overgrowth of the right hemi-mandible and subsequent displacement of the mandible thereby generating asymmetries to the mandible, lip, nose and alar base. All these are detected ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) and quantified by the protocol (3.24 mm, 18.8%) with numeric feedback that is correctly higher than the previous example. The asymmetries in a young male subject with severe growth restriction as a consequence of radiation therapy are depicted in [Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} (bottom row). The two-valued asymmetry score was (4.21 mm, 23.1%), which clearly indicated both the biggest degree of abnormality and extent of asymmetry compared with the other examples, and which was also well outside the typical range. It should be noted that the distance map appeared asymmetrical in this case because of the underlying asymmetry between the left and right part of the configuration used to display them. It should also be noted that the atypicality maps are not depicted here as their contribution to the visual feedback and localization of the asymmetry is similar to the distance maps provided.

![Midpoints extraction (blue line) and distance maps of subjects with growth disorders resulting in facial asymmetries. Top row: twin sibling of a young woman with hemifacial microsomia (second row). Bottom row: young man with severe growth restriction subsequent to radiation therapy in childhood. Distance maps, depicting local spatial discrepancy magnitudes between the original and mirror configuration after superimposition, visualized using a colour range from 0 mm (blue) to 9 mm (red).](joa0219-0444-f5){#fig05}

Discussion
==========

Bilateral facial symmetry was defined with respect to the midsagittal plane. Because asymmetry involves absence or violation of symmetry, the unambiguous definition of this midsagittal plane becomes problematic. For example, [@b17] observed that overall the symmetry plane is not located in facial midline landmarks. When confronted with cases of severe asymmetry, a plane that divides the face into perfectly left and right parts does not exist or is not a plane anymore. The last case in [Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} is a good example where the chin is displaced entirely to one side of the face. Asymmetry assessment protocols requiring a predefined midsagittal plane are not useful here.

In this study the aim was to define a protocol useful in the investigation of facial asymmetry according to an unknown midsagittal plane in both normal and disordered growth patterns. Statistics of typical asymmetry are important as a reference. Individual asymmetry can then be compared with this reference under the condition that the same assessment protocol is applied. The protocol defined by [@b30] for object symmetry was used as a methodological foundation upon which modifications were made in the use of an AM and a robust superimposition utilizing a robust weighted least-squares approach. The AM facilitated automated use of spatially-dense quasi-landmarks over a range of subjects. Subtle and severe asymmetries in discrete regions of the face could be detected, quantified and statistically described. Unlike the original least-squares solution, the weighted least-squares superimposition described here was robust against increasing asymmetry. This allowed the use of the protocol without modification or prior knowledge for the detection and measurement of a wide range of both mild and severe asymmetries. Furthermore, it provided a novel measurement of RSA in addition to the commonly known degree of symmetry.

The biggest challenge when working with spatially-dense facial representations is to obtain compatible configurations beyond 'true' landmarks, which have a name and are uniquely defined. Following the original and broad definition of semi-landmarks, that is, points that do not have names, but that correspond across all cases of similar but variable shapes ([@b7]; [@b3]), quasi- and semi-landmarks are essentially the same. The challenge for both types of landmarks is to find a mapping function that establishes one-to-one correspondences and therefore generates compatible configurations. Despite the strong similarity, we would like to make a slight distinction between quasi- and semi-landmarks. In the life-sciences, semi-landmarks became more narrowly defined relative to other features based on selection criteria ([@b53]; e.g. relative to true landmarks). In contrast, quasi-landmarks are simply defined as spatially-dense points sampled on a continuous surface independently from other features. The difference in definition results in a different mapping strategy. Indeed, semi-landmarks can be pre-assigned on a set of shapes, because of their relative definition ([@b7]). Subsequently, semi-landmarks are allowed to slide along tangent directions to the surface ([@b21]). The sliding is most frequently done by minimizing either bending energy or Procrustes distance ([@b35]). The result is that the pre-assigned semi-landmarks are 'relaxed' or corrected to remove any tangential variation following the criterion of choice. Stated differently, through the relative definition of semi-landmarks, one-to-one correspondences are known and are subject to correction using, for example, sliding methods. In contrast, quasi-landmarks are not pre-assigned on all shapes. Therefore, one-to-one correspondences from quasi-landmarks are not known beforehand and have to be found in a slightly different way.

Finding a mapping function between two or more 3D shapes is commonly known as '3D registration' in computer science. The goal of a registration algorithm is to find the geometrical relationship (one-to-one correspondences) between shapes following a predefined transformation model. As such, the previously mentioned sliding methods for semi-landmarks are registration algorithms. A popular registration algorithm, without pre-assigned correspondences, is the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) procedure ([@b6]). ICP is an iterative two-step algorithm in which candidate correspondences and transformation model parameters are updated until no more change in both is observed. For every point on the reference shape the candidate correspondence is defined as being the closest point on the target shape (which is different to the sliding techniques). In its original form ([@b6]), ICP assumes a rigid transformation model (only translations and rotations are allowed). However, closest points under a rigid model do not guarantee structural correspondence. For example, the tip of a tip-tilted nose will most likely not correspond to the tip of a hooked nose, as another point might be closer in proximity. The rigid model does not account for local shape differences when searching for correspondences. This can still work for faces that are highly similar, but it rapidly becomes incorrect when dealing with realistic facial variation. As a result, correspondences under a rigid model are at best approximate because they do not directly quantify spatial differences between homologous structures of interest. One interesting approach to deal with this problem is to use limited landmark information to deform \[using Thin-Plate-Splines (TPS)\] one facial form closer to the other and then taking the closest points as corresponding points ([@b28]; [@b24]). In doing so, the anatomical knowledge of 'true' landmarks is roughly interpolated for points in-between them and the mapping gains anatomical relevance. The TPS deformation is a non-rigid instead of a rigid transformation model, and allows compensating for local shape differences when searching for correspondences. The same TPS non-rigid model is also used in the sliding method based on minimal bending energy as well as in the mapping strategy used in this study. In contrast, however, the mapping strategy used here ([@b10]) is a non-rigid extension of the original ICP algorithm. Therefore, no pre-assigned correspondences or 'true' landmark information is required. Instead, iteratively more flexibility in the elasticity (bending energy) of the transformation model is allowed such that initially larger, but gradually more local and more subtle, differences are accommodated for when searching for correspondences. It is important to note that different registration algorithms can lead to a different result, which is demonstrated for sliding methods in ([@b35]).

In a superimposition framework for asymmetry assessment, an additional challenge is to obtain a compatible mirror configuration for the original configuration. When working with spatially-dense facial representations, different strategies exist. An alternative option to the mapping technique used here is to start from and re-label paired-landmarks as defined in the Klingenberg protocol. This requires a specially constructed and symmetrical AM. As mentioned in the Materials and methods, this is certainly a good substitute to be used in the protocol. Alternatively, one could manually indicate a limited set of corresponding landmarks onto both facial forms ([@b51]) and use only those to perform the superimposition. This is often provided as a tool in commercial 3D software, but introduces subjectivity and manual indication errors. Another alternative is to use the original ICP technique ([@b5]; [@b54]; [@b45]) that combines the search for correspondences and superimposition (with the rigid model) into one algorithm. However, as previously mentioned, this does not guarantee left--right structural correspondence and results in a degrading of the plausibility of the assessment outcome. Finally, [@b25] reflect and re-label manually indicated landmarks on the original facial form to obtain their mirror versions. These are then used to deform (TPS) the mirror facial form similar to the original facial form. Subsequently, closest points are taken as corresponding points, as described previously ([@b28]; [@b24].

The need for caution when using the original least-squares superimposition in the localization of severe asymmetry has already been mentioned by [@b29]. However, at the time, the known repeated median method that was used for resistant fitting ([@b40]), which is similar to robust superimposition, lacked proper mathematical underpinning and convergence behaviour compared with their original least-squares solution, and was therefore not advocated as an alternative. The requirement for robustness has been further acknowledged, and in a superimposition framework this has been addressed by eliminating the influence of severe asymmetries in different ways. One approach is to perform the superimposition on a predefined assumed symmetrical area of the face like the nose ridge in [@b45], or by carefully indicated landmarks in [@b51]. Another strategy is to perform a least-squares superimposition of the mirror configuration first, then remove the asymmetrical parts according to a threshold and redo the superimposition using the remaining parts ([@b5]). Both these approaches try to achieve the same result as the robust superimposition proposed in this study. However, they introduce subjectivity by the obligation to manually select a region, landmarks or threshold of interest. In contrast, the proposed technique is an adaptive superimposition based on a meaningful statistical significance and outlier detection. Furthermore, the underlying math is very similar to the least-squares solution, but it is weighted. It is interesting to note that a superimposition-free, but also robust, approach to assess asymmetry is given in [@b37] and [@b12], where the focus is directly on the midsagittal plane extraction. An algorithm is used to extract the symmetry plane that is not influenced by asymmetries as a robust estimate for the midsagittal plane around which the face can then be mirrored and compared.

A comparison of our findings with related work has to be done whilst taking into account study differences. Many studies on facial asymmetry have been conducted with in-house assessment protocols, databases and imaging modalities, which makes direct comparison between reports difficult. More importantly, most studies found in the literature concentrated on DA only, which is defined on the level of a population. For example, a lot of work has focussed on determining the dominant side of the face with no real consensus emerging, as discussed by [@b14]. In contrast, this study aimed to relate an individual\'s asymmetry as a component of typical variation and/or as a consequence of disordered growth. As stated in [@b17], this requires a completely different approach. Therefore, a total score of asymmetry per individual as suggested by [@b29] is used. In this work no separation of the total scores into DA and FA over the typical population is performed. This makes the comparison of males vs. females in this study, for example, difficult to relate to other studies.

More than a decade ago, [@b18] stated that by adding more landmarks a better understanding of the facial form could be obtained. Here a spatially-dense assessment allowed highly localized comparisons of asymmetry between different regions in the face. In contrast, previous studies ([@b17]; [@b42]; [@b26]) were limited to the analysis and comparison of regions in the face described as upper, middle and lower third, with the latter two being more asymmetrical. Their studies, typically using prominent landmarks on facial features only, could not include the facial regions between the discrete features and were therefore limited in the comparisons they made. Depiction of asymmetry as in [Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} is more complete and allows for more detailed comparisons. Overall, in general terms, the asymmetries detected in the presented study for both males and females are not dissimilar to those of previous studies, where the middle and lower thirds of the face express more asymmetry.

[@b22] used a comparable protocol to ours in 3D. This is very similar to the Klingenberg protocol but based only on 19 landmarks, the majority (11) of which are indicated on the midline. The protocol was applied to three groups before and after different types of orthognathic surgery. A mean-squared-error (MSE) score was used as a measure of asymmetry degree comparable to our RMSE score by simply taking the root. Similar to this study, their asymmetry scores were not normally distributed, and hence the median, range and inter-quartiles were reported, which after surgery were still higher (∼ 0.5) than the values of our typical population provided in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. However, for comparison purposes, their scores were in dimensionless units and not in mm, as all the faces were scaled to a common size (which was not given) before assessment of asymmetry. Furthermore, all the 19 landmarks used are located in the more asymmetrical areas of the face seen in [Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, influencing their median score over all the landmarks towards a higher value. Hence, it is hard to conclude whether or not the reported asymmetry scores after surgery in their study deviate from our typical values. Interestingly, [@b22] advised the need for caution to be taken into account when comparing preoperative with postoperative asymmetry scores. This was because the achievement of 'best-fit', using a least-squares superimposition was influenced by severe asymmetries in the preoperative situations. This resulted in spurious changes and reduction of the asymmetry postoperatively in regions not affected by the surgical intervention.

Another comparable, but spatially-dense, protocol was developed by [@b5] and used by [@b27] on a single male. The protocol uses a spatially-dense facial representation in combination with the ICP technique for the superimposition of the original configuration with the mirror configuration. The mean absolute distance was used as a score for the degree of asymmetry, and a value of 0.738 mm was reported. This score is similar to the presented RMSE score and is on the lower end of our normal population range. However, this can be explained, as the definition of closest points used in the ICP technique typically leads to the underestimation of the real error or difference, as noted by [@b32].

A final comparable protocol is given in [@b25]. This protocol also uses spatially-dense facial representations but now in combination with a TPS non-rigid model based on indicated landmarks as previously explained. An asymmetry index for an individual is computed as the Euclidean distance between dense surface model representations of the original facial form and its mirror form.

The RSA score proposed here, being a byproduct of the adapted weighted least-squares superimposition, is intended to complete the overall assessment of asymmetry. The higher this score the more significant asymmetry is observed, and this can be used to indicate the proportion of abnormal asymmetry as shown in the cases used in this study. The RSA is a relative score such that a small increase in value can already represent a big increase in the extent of the asymmetry. This makes the score independent of differences in scale, but not always straightforward to interpret. A population-based overall and local significant asymmetry score also expressed as a percentage should be defined according to typical asymmetry for which the statistics provided here can be useful in future work.

By focusing on the asymmetry measured in a particular individual, it is possible to relate that person with regard to typical ranges of asymmetry measured across many individuals. This is highly relevant in clinical practice, for example. Furthermore, the robust estimate of the midsagittal plane can also prove to be useful in order to fine tune any diagnosis and treatment planning. Conversely, population biologists are more interested in the separation of the asymmetry into DA and FA. Although not reported here, a measure of DA, for example obtained by analysing differences on average facial forms (as in [@b25]) is perfectly possible. In future work, populations (instead of just an individual) with similar disordered growth are to be collected. Then these can be assessed in comparison with normal populations both in terms of DA and FA separately. The protocol can be expanded for this along the lines of the original Klingenberg protocol ([@b30]). As suggested by one of the reviewers, another interesting future study is the effect of facial expression on asymmetry assessments.

Conclusion
==========

Spatially-dense facial asymmetry assessment calibrated against typical growth variation is important in the diagnosis of abnormal growth patterns. A robust protocol applicable without any modification or prior knowledge in both common and disordered situations is therefore important, and has been proposed. Our scoring of asymmetry with accompanying reference statistics also provides the basis for future studies.
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A statistically relevant and meaningful estimation of outliers vs. inliers was defined as follows:

-   In a Procrustes Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation of the superimposition a Gaussian perturbation model is assumed ([@b20]; [@b46]). Inliers are quasi-landmarks following this assumption, therefore allowing updating the superimposition. Furthermore, they also allow estimating any unknown perturbation model parameters if needed. Under the simplifying assumption that the vectorial differences E between homologous (original and mirrored) landmarks are isotropic, independently and identically distributed the standard deviation of a Normal distribution with zero mean was estimated. This constitutes the inlier-distribution *f*(*E*) = *N*(*E*, 0, *σ*).

-   Outliers on the other hand are atypical compared with inliers and hence cannot be explained by the inlier-distribution. In other words, they violate the Gaussian perturbation model assumption. This results in an unbounded bias of outliers in the original Procrustes ML estimation, known as the Pinocchio effect. Instead, following the work of [@b49], outliers are considered a fraction (1 -- *P*) with 0 \< *P* \< 1 of the data that are drawn from a rejection class that is assumed to be uniformly distributed. This constitutes the outlier-distribution *f*′(*E*) = 1/*L* bounding the contribution of outliers to a fixed value.

-   The confidence of a quasi-landmark to be an inlier is then defined as the probability of being an inlier divided by the total probability: *W* = *f*(*E*)*P*/(*f*(*E*)*P* + *f′*(*E*)(1 −*P*)).

-   Again following the work of [@b49], the level L of the outlier-distribution and the fraction of the data (1 − *P*) with 0 \< *P* \< 1 expected to be outliers are combined into a single parameter λ. Subsequently, λ itself is re-parameterized using *K* and is made dependent on the standard deviation of the inlier-distribution. The final parameter *K* can be regarded as the choice of a statistical significance level.

The result was a confidence value *W* for each quasi-landmark, reflecting the confidence of such a point being an inlier (value closer or equal to 1, symmetrical) or an outlier (value closer or equal to 0, asymmetrical). A quasi-landmark in the original configuration was gradually considered an outlier if the distance to its homologous quasi-landmark on the mirror configuration approached or became more than twice the standard deviation of the inlier-distribution. This corresponds to *K* = 2 or a significance value of *P* = 0.05. The confidence values were subsequently used as weights to update the superimposition in a weighted least-squares manner until no more change was observed. To conclude, the robust superimposition procedure can be written in pseudo-code as:

*E~j~* = difference between homologous landmarks.

*W~j~* = landmark weight or confidence value.

*L* = number of landmarks and *j* = landmark index.

*K* = 2, significance level.

Initialize
==========

All landmarks are inliers.

*W~j~* = 1 for *j* = 1, ..., *L.*

Start
=====

1\) *Update weighted-LS superimposition.*

2\) *Update asymmetry estimation.*

A\) Update inlier-distribution parameters.

B\) Update outlier-distribution parameters.

C\) Update confidence values.

Change?
=======

Yes, re-iterate.

No, STOP.

[^1]: Re-use of this article is permitted in accordance with the Terms and Conditions set out at <http://wileyonlinelibrary.com/onlineopen#OnlineOpen_Terms>
